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Prepare for the race of a lifetime!
Every year, thousands of salmon are compelled by nature to
leave the ocean and swim up the river of their birth to spawn.
This perilous journey can span hundreds of miles and it is fraught
with danger. Strong rapids, waterfalls, hungry bears, and eagles
all await the salmon on their quest. Only the most fit will

complete the SALMON RUN!

SALMON RUN is a fast-paced racing game for
the whole family featuring:

Target Audience:



Adventurers seeking a new deck-building race card
game with lots of art, imagination & a dash of luck!
Game, hobby, book, museum and gift store patrons

Core Mechanics:





Deck Building and hand management
Easy rules and quick play
Different board set-up each game
Develops decision making, advance planning,
flexibility, imagination and memory skills

Each Player’s Swim Deck Contains:
3 Swim Forward + 3 Swim Right + 3 Swim Left +
1 Wild + 1 Bear

Game Components:









8 Two-sided Game Boards
4 11-card Swim Decks
4 Salmon pawns
32 Card Fatigue Deck
6 Bear Pawns
48 Card Supplemental Deck
1 Six-sided Die
1 Rules Sheet

Players:
Playing time:
Age:
Case size:

 Deck-building – Choose your course upriver! This will
determine which cards you may add to your swimming deck.
Enhance your swimming ability by gaining the most powerful
swim cards!
 Player Interaction – Acquire cards to unleash hungry bears
and eagles on your opponent’s salmon! Unlock the power of
the river’s raging rapids and strong currents!
 Fatigue – Avoid overexertion, as this leads to the build-up
of fatigue, which will slow you down!
 Modular boards – Experience a new river each game! The
river’s difficulty & length can be customized to your liking!
 Easy to learn rules – quickly have you swimming up river!

"Ultimately, in Salmon Run, you've got a fun, accessible,
beautifully produced game, with a great theme and mechanics
that match."
--Flying Dutchman on BGG
“The deck draws provide new strategies that must be constantly
tailored to the surroundings…begs for repeat plays. The
game…reeks of quality.”
--GFBrobot on BGG

2 - 4 players
20 - 45 minutes
10 and up
6 (2.7# or 1220 grams/game)

Product Code:
UPC:
Size:
MSRP:

101402N
609456646673
12" x 9" x 2.5"
$39.99 game + $12 Fisherman Expansion
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